find their voices

“I definitely think
THAT I’M CAPABLE

OF MORE NOW.”

write down a few things that helped define us, that we felt
passionate about.”
Salah wrote down some things that defined him: Son,
Muslim, 6th grader, soccer goalie. He thought about what he
was passionate about and decided to write about some of
the negativity he saw on the news. He felt that the media
cast him, and his Muslim beliefs, in a negative light.
Salah talked about the adrenaline that pumped
through his body as he listened to stereotypes in the
media, and how he channeled that energy into
his poem.
He wrote:
“Hot flames coming towards gasoline;
Moving…moving…boom
An explosion of false accusations.
The world does not care to hear more than a name.
No evidence, just a name;”
“May really got to know each of us,” Salah explained. When
the class struggled to find the right words, May encouraged
them to keep writing, and keep going, until they had
something they could be proud of.
When Salah’s poem was selected to be in the Young
Writers Anthology, he could hardly believe it. His whole
family came out to the anthology reading, and he reconnected with the words he had written so passionately.
Even today, Salah still has great pride in what he
accomplished. “I go around thinking ‘wow, I’m published!’
Salah said. “I definitely think that I’m capable of more now.”
Solie and Salah are just two small examples of the many
people across Minnesota who you’ve helped connect with
the power of creativity.
But we still need your help.
This year, we have the opportunity to reach even more
people with the power of creativity. But we can’t do it
without you.
Every day students, patients, and older adults lose
access to art-making and creative education.
Our goal is to never have to turn away someone wanting
to learn and grow with a COMPAS artist, but with site fees
and other funding covering only 50% of the average artist
residency, your support is crucial.
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Solie Brosie

Excerpt from An Open Letter to Young Girls

an excerpt from:

An Open Letter to Young Girls
Dear young girl,
I was in your shoes just a few
years ago.
I felt lost because as soon as I became
aware of society
I lost a part of my innocence.
I started to care more about
my appearance
And it was possibly the hardest time
of my life so far.
So I want to try to help you.
Here is my “wisdom.”

"

YOU’
RE
STRONGER

than you think."
Solie

P.S. Want to see the impact of
But don’t take it from us, we asked Solie and Salah what
your support meant to them: “By supporting COMPAS, you
you giving first-hand? Join
are supporting the future – the voices of the next generation;”
us at this year’s COMPAS
said Solie. “Thank you for helping me write about something
Anthology of Student
that is so important to me;” said Salah, “a lot more kids would
Writing Reading and
benefit from this.”
Celebration on Saturday,
December 9th at 1:00 PM.
Your support makes all the difference in making sure that
Learn
more about
we can continue to place artists where they are needed
the celebration at
the most.
COMPAS.org/events.
Because of you, teaching artists are able to reach
P.P.S. With funding for the arts
communities across Minnesota.
under constant peril, I
This is what your gift can do:
hope you know just what
• $100 would help cover travel expenses for a COMPAS
a difference your gift will
Teaching Artist to teach in rural Minnesota
make! Your support means
so much to us.
• $250 would give five older adults in a Minnesota Care
Center the opportunity to create a visual memoir to share
their memories and experiences with family and friends

Solie Brosi, Grade 8
Oak Hill Montessori School, Saint Paul
Teaching Artist, Frank Sentwali

I am heartless,
I am dirty looks people give you as
they pass,
I am a deadly hundred foot drop
waiting for you to fall and be crushed
to dust,
I am the adrenaline pumping
through your body, angry tears,
stereotypes, the media, and politics.
Speak. Destroy. Repeat.
Hot flames coming towards gasoline;
moving…moving…boom
An explosion of false accusations.
The world does not care to hear more
than a name.
No evidence, just a name;
Listen. Speak. Repeat.
What is fire?
It is rage, fear, and destruction,
I
am worse.
To me life is war; Shoot. Kill. Repeat.
I am
RACISM.
Salah Abdulkarim, Grade 6
Saint Paul Academy and
Summit School, Saint Paul
Teaching Artist, May Lee-Yang

Check out the rest of
Solie’s poem online
at COMPAS.org/anthology.
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• $1,000 purchases the supplies needed for 20 women to
participate in an artist residency at a local women’s
shelter, helping them with begin to imagine a
brighter future

Together, we can show people that creativity is a vital part
of being engaged and productive citizens. Support for artists
and arts education is in constant peril.
Will you stand with me and ensure that every
Minnesotan has the opportunity to experience creativity?
Thank you in advance for your gift. It really makes all
the difference.
Sincerely,

Dawne Brown White
Executive Director

Read Solie’s story inside
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SUPPORT
means so much to us

It really makes all
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• $500 helps provide creative education in a Minnesota
classroom for students like Solie and Salah

• $1,925 provides a week-long creative writing residency at
a Minnesota School, helping students develop speaking
and writing skills that they will take with them
into adulthood

story card

appeal letter

“Dear young girl,
I was in your shoes just a few
years ago.
I felt lost because as soon as I
became aware of society
I lost part of my innocence.
I started to care more about
my appearance
And it was possibly the hardest
time of my life so far.
So I want to try to help you.
Here is my ‘wisdom’.”

carrier envelope

YOU’
RE
HELPING KIDS

Dear (PRIMARY SALUTATION):
You’re helping kids find their voices.
And oh, what voices they have!
You’ve given so many people the opportunity to learn,
share, heal, and connect through creativity. Thank you.
But I’m writing to you today because your continued
support is critical.
The other day we sat down with a couple of students who
were published in the 36th COMPAS Anthology of Student
Writing (Did you know we’ve been publishing an anthology
for 39 years? I can hardly believe it!).
We wanted to hear first-hand about the impact COMPAS
Teaching Artists had on their lives – the impact your gift
made possible.
Our first student, Solie Brosie, explained how your support
helped bring COMPAS Teaching Artist and spoken word
poet Frank Sentwali to her classroom. “It was integral having
Frank come in and be a mentor who was also a friend. He has
a positive energy that was so fun to be around!”
Solie and her classmates worked with Frank to determine
what they each wanted to write about, and create drafts of
their poems. “Frank would read us his poetry, and it would be
about serious stuff. He created a space where we would talk
about difficult things;” Solie said.
Over the course of the residency, Solie’s poem began to
take shape. Solie drew on conversations with her mom to
write a poem called “An Open Letter to Young Girls”. She
explained, “When I was younger, I had trouble making
friends and feeling confident. I had good conversations with
my mom about ways to feel more confident and I used some
of those conversations to influence this poem.”

When Solie was finished, the poem was three pages long!
But Frank told her that was perfectly okay. Now came the
hard part – learning to perform the piece in front of her
class. Frank worked with each student to practice their poem
until they felt confident and at ease in front of the class.
Students who rarely stepped into the spotlight embraced this
opportunity to shine.
Before Solie knew it, her time with Frank was done, but
she kept a copy of her poem and carried what she had
learned into the 9th grade. Then one day Solie and her
parents got a call from someone at the COMPAS office
– Solie’s poem had been selected to be published in the
COMPAS Anthology of Student Writing!
Solie could hardly believe it. She was going to be a
published author! She was also invited to read her poem at
the anthology reading and celebration. When she stepped up
to the mic, she expected to feel butterflies – but instead she
felt nothing but confidence. Frank had prepared her well, and
she knew this was her time to share that inspiration with the
students coming after her.
Solie read through the poem, and got to the final lines:
“Dear young girl, my words of advice to you are:
• There are people that won’t like you. That’s normal
and ok.
• Don’t care about what others think of you. If you like
you, that’s all that matters.
• You will make stupid decisions.
That’s ok, it’s part of living.
• You will change and allow yourself to do so.
• Stand your ground, kid.
You’re stronger than you think.”
You helped Solie find the space and the confidence to find
her voice. “This opportunity helped me become the person
I am today;” Solie said. She couldn’t have done that
without you.
The second student we talked with had a similar
story, but with a very different COMPAS Teaching Artist.
Salah Abdulkarim worked with May Lee-Yang, who is an
accomplished theatre professional and writer. May works
with students to use their bodies, voices, and imaginations to
create and perform original poems.
As you may know, the writing process is not always easy.
Salah worked with May to create many drafts of his poem.
He explained, “At first it was hard to decide what to write
about, but May encouraged us. She started out by having us

